CSE style is the bibliographic citation style recommended by the Council of Science Editors for use in biology and other sciences. CSE Style actually denotes three different methods: name-year, citation-sequence, and citation-name. Depending on the convention used, in-text citations and end references will be formatted differently. Examples provided here are in name-year sequence. To use the citation-sequence or citation-name please refer to the CSE Style Manual; available online and in the reference collection of UNE Libraries. The editors also provide this helpful quick guide.

References are referred to in the body of the paper using in-text citations. Cited references or resources are then listed alphabetically in a bibliography at the end of the research paper.

In-text citations
The in-text citation is a brief reference within the body of the paper that indicates the source consulted. It should properly attribute any ideas, paraphrases, or direct quotations to your source and should direct readers to the associated entry in the list of cited references.

The name-year in-text citation consists of the author’s name and year of publication (or just the year, if the author is named in the sentence) in parentheses.

(McCormac and Kennedy 2017)

(Gordon et al. 2016)

Cited references
At the end of a document, list the references to sources that have been cited within the text under the heading “References”, “Cited References”, “Literature Cited”, or “Bibliography”. To distinguish references for additional reading or other purposes that are not cited within the text, list them alphabetically by author under a separate heading (e.g., “Additional References” or “Supplemental References”).

If none of the following examples seem appropriate, consult the CSE Manual or Ask A Librarian.
Examples:

Books

Entire Book - See Section 29.3.7.2 of the CSE Manual.

Book Chapter - See Section 29.3.7.2 of the CSE Manual.
Chapter 2, New tools for virulence gene discovery; p. 473-488.

Book (electronic format) - See Section 29.3.7.13 of the CSE Manual.

Articles

Journal article (print) - See Section 29.3.7.1 of the CSE Manual.

Journal article (electronic format) - See Section 29.3.7.13 of the CSE Manual.

Encyclopedia article (electronic format) - See Section 29.3.7.13 of the CSE Manual.

Web pages - See Section 29.3.7.13 of the CSE Manual.
When citing web pages it is important to cite all required information: author, date, etc. However, with web pages it can often be difficult to locate these elements. Even the title of the web page can be difficult to discern!

Work with the information provided. Do not create placeholders for missing elements. For instance, if an author is not listed, simply leave that element out, do not enter anonymous. When information is given, be sure to include that information in the bibliography in this order:

Author. Title of Homepage. Date of publication. Edition. Place of publication: publisher; [date updated; date accessed]. Notes.


Conference paper - See Section 29.3.7.3 of the CSE Manual.
Dissertation/Thesis - See Section 29.3.7.5 of the CSE Manual.

Technical report - See Section 29.3.7.4 of the CSE Manual.

Cited References:
